
 

 

UK Stroke Assembly 2017: key messages 

 

The aim of the UK Stroke Assembly is to give a voice to people affected by stroke and 

aphasia and to provide a method for stroke survivors and their families to interact with 

decision makers.  

 

In 2017, we held events in Crewe and Stansted with the same programme content. We 

collected key messages from each plenary and workshop. Below are the key points that 

have been identified from a review of the messages collected.  

 

These messages are for the attention of the Reference Group members to consider in 

terms of how to take forward both individually and together as a group of organisations.  

 

Key messages from this year can be broadly broken down into four categories.  

 

On influencing change and raising awareness: 

There is a real passion for wanting to influence things to change. MPs and other important 

decision makers want to hear from local people. By working together we can focus our 

messages and increase the power of our voices. Stroke Association has ways to support 

people to engage locally.  

Some key things people should know about stroke are: 

- Stroke can happen to anyone 

- How much stroke takes away and the quality of life afterwards 

- Impact on the whole family, particularly people doing the primary caring 

- Importance of FAST and blood pressure messaging 

- Postcode lottery means you may not get the best care 

 

 



On stroke research: 

Researchers know they need to expand fields of research into other areas of stroke than 

just physical. There are some very exciting areas of research happening at the moment, 

with promising results.  

We need more patients and carers to get involved in research.  

We need to think wider than just stroke – there are connections to other conditions eg 

dementia. 

 

On access to services and support 

There is lots of frustration about: 

- Postcode lottery 

- Services that have been cut or pulled 

- Difficulties in accessing joined up services after leaving hospital 

Managing finances after a stroke can be very confusing. It’s difficult to work your way 

through all the agencies and forms, especially if you have a communication difficulty. 

Frustration at the system not understanding the hidden effects of stroke, and feeling as if 

you are penalised for trying to improve/recover.  

Citizens Advice Bureau and Turn 2 Us are good for support and advice. Strongly suggest 

going to them right at the beginning of the process.  

Stroke Association needs to think about how to bridge the gap between stroke survivors 

and organisations that can give this kind of advice and support.  

 

On fatigue: 

Fatigue is a huge issue for a many stroke survivors. Not enough is understood about 

psychological fatigue and how hard it can be to manage emotions, and the energy needed 

to balance ‘fighting the stroke’ and dealing with the fatigue.  

People find fatigue the most disabling thing because it stops you doing stuff and stops you 

trying to achieve things. It’s a real hidden disability.  

Coping mechanisms include exercise (the right amount) to enable better sleep, pacing 

yourself, prioritising where you spend your energy, and sleep hygiene.  


